Positional signalling along the anteroposterior axis of the chick wing. The effect of multiple polarizing region grafts.
We have proposed that positional information along the anteroposterior axis is specified by a signal from the polarizing region and that position may be specified by the concentration of a diffusible morphogen. While this model can account for a variety of results it is now clear that a model based on intercalation by growth of positional values can do the same. The distinction between the two models lies in whether a grafted polarizing region can alter existing positional values and in the distance over which it exerts its influence. The two models make different predictions as to the effect of grafting two polarizing regions. The intercalation model predicts that this effect will be the sum of two single grafts, whereas the morphogen model predicts different results depending on how close together the two polarizing regions are placed. The pattern of digits following grafts of two polarizing regions show that it is sensitive to the distance between the grafts and consistent with a model based on long-range interaction, such as a diffusible morphogen.